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They won’t even
realize how
much they are
learning.
TIME SPENT IN NATURE:

 Supports children’s creativity
and imaginations.
(Kellert, 2005)

 Improves attention and
reduces ADD symptoms.
(Kuo and Taylor, 2004)

 Helps children to better learn
important math and science
concepts (American Institutes for
Research, 2005)

 Helps children retain and
recall information. (Wells,
2000)

 Reduces anger, anxiety and
aggression. (Wells and Evans,

Why Indian Creek Nature Center?
There is no classroom like the woodlands, prairies, wetlands and
trails of Indian Creek Nature Center. Here, children experience the
world around them with all five senses, guided by experienced
naturalists who skillfully weave formal classroom experiences into
hands-on learning in nature.
Our field trips are carefully developed to complement your
curriculum and improve children’s understanding and retention
of classroom concepts. Each field trip meets Iowa Core, Common
Core and Next Generation Science Standards, and in many cases
can be adapted to meet your specific needs.
Nature is truly the world’s best classroom. Research shows time
and again how much children benefit from outdoor play and
learning, but we don’t need the research to tell us. Every day, we
see the enthusiasm, the smiles and the excitement on children’s
faces. We hear the stories from teachers like you about how
their students blossomed at the Nature Center. We can’t wait to
welcome your class.
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Schedule Your Field Trip
Indian Creek Nature Center offers field
trips year-round, Tuesday through
Friday. Field trips start times can be
scheduled between 9 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Some field trips are only offered in
certain times of the year (i.e., Maple
Syruping is March only; see specific field
trip listings). Field trip capacity is 80
students.
Have a group larger than 80? Don’t see
a topic you want listed on the following
pages? Call us; we may be able to
accommodate your request.

Know before you go
We want your field trip to be a
wonderful experience. Please take note
of the following before your trip.
 Please notify us in advance of any
special requirements, and if you plan
to have lunch on the property. We are
a “zero waste” facility, meaning we
attempt to offset all of our waste. We
have recycling and compost facilities
available on site.
 Please ensure that children dress
appropriately for the weather,
including layers and proper footwear
for both outdoor and indoor activities.

Ready to register?
Be prepared with multiple dates,
times, and your desired field trip.
 Call 319-362-0664 and speak with
Registrar Rachel Bailey. Call early for
best availability.
 A deposit may be required upon
booking.
 Scholarships are available. If
financing the cost of admission or
transportation is a concern, please
contact Director of Education Kelli
Kennon-Lane for more information.

Cancellation policy
Our field trips take place in all seasons,
and are not canceled due to weather.
The exception is if your district cancels
school due to weather.
If you cancel your program less than five
business days in advance, your deposit
will be forfeited. For cancellations
less than 48 hours in advance, a $25
administration fee will also be charged.
Complete refunds will be made for any
field trip canceled by ICNC.

 Please consider spending the whole
day with us. See page 10.
 Begin coordinating adult chaperones.
Shoot for a student to adult ratio of
10:1.

Contact us
Indian Creek Nature Center
(319) 362-0664
5300 Otis Rd SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403

April-Oct: Mon.-Thurs.: 9 AM-4 PM; Fri-Sat.: 9 AM-6 PM; Sun.: Noon-6 PM
Nov-March: Monday: Closed; Tuesday-Sat.: 9 AM-4 PM; Sun.:12 PM-4 PM
Director of Education Kelli Kennon-Lane; kelli@indiancreeknaturecenter.org
Registrar Rachel Bailey; rachel@indiancreeknaturecenter.org
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Preschool Field Trips
Early childhood field trips take preschoolers on an outdoor learning adventure!
Children actively learn about the natural world through stories, hands-on
activities and, most importantly, first hand observations and explorations in the
outdoors. Offered in all seasons of the year, field trips are one hour long and the
fee is $4 per child. Preschool groups are encouraged to enjoy Hazelnut Hideaway,
our outdoor classroom, and trails before or after their program.
*Programs marked with an asterisk are available off-site at your location! Ask us for more details when you call.

Busy Buzzing Bees (honey bees)*
Seasons offered: Late Spring, Summer, Fall
Honey is a sweet treat that bees work all summer to
make. You will learn all about it as you observe the
community of a beehive firsthand in the Nature Center’s
observation hives. Get to know the drone, worker, and
queen bee. How do bees find nectar? How do they communicate with each other? Plus, play a bee game.

Wild Animals in Winter*
Creature Feature*
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
Get to know Iowa’s wild animals! Use your senses to
discover fun facts about their fur, their tracks, what they
like to eat, and how they choose to live. Get moving
with interactive animal games. Go for a hike to explore
their habitats and enjoy the great outdoors.

Bat Business
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall
Discover the many good things bats do for us. Where
do they live? What do they eat? How do these flying
mammals hunt? Learn all this and listen to a story and
play a bat game.

Owls, Eagles and Hawks (raptors)
Seasons offered: Winter
Do you think your wingspan can match that of an
eagle? Can you spot an object up to a mile away? Can
you guess the size of a bald eagle’s nest? Discover the
special habits of predatory birds and find out about the
unique adaptations of owls and eagles.
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Seasons offered: Winter
Hibernation, migration, and adaptation are the words of
the day as we explore what different creatures do! We’ll
play animal games to see how well you can hibernate,
and discover what animals do to get ready for winter.
Find out who takes a long winter nap and who stays
awake to play in the snow.

Feathered Friends (birds)*
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
Explore the fascinating world of our feathered friends
and go bird watching with a naturalist. Take a peek at
our collection of bird nests and colorful feathers while
you learn about their songs, characteristics and habitats.

Maple Syruping
Seasons offered: March
This unique, fun activity can only be experienced in late
winter! Listen to Native American legends, tap a tree,
and visit the sugarhouse to see how sap is made into
delicious maple syrup. The hour ends with a taste of our
real maple syrup on ice cream!
Fee: Children, $4.00; teachers/chaperones, $2.00.

Meadow Magic (Insects)

Who Digs Indian Creek?

Seasons offered: Late Spring, Summer, Fall

Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall

Sun, meadows and buzzing bugs create a special
experience as you hunt through the tall grass prairie for
insects and learn about their characteristics. Explore the
homes of butterflies, ants, grasshoppers, bees and more
while enjoying the great outdoors at the Nature Center!

A short walk on the trails reveals tunnels, holes, and
mounds of dirt. Who made them? How were they made,
and why? Meet animals who dig for food, homes, and
transportation at Indian Creek and go on a nature hike.

Sounds of Spring (Frogs)
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer
As the weather warms up, so does the frog chorus!
Listen for frogs at the wetlands. Learn about the frog life
cycle and special frog features, sing frog songs, and go
on a frog watching hike.

Spider Safari
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall
Spiders are fascinating creatures. Discover fun facts
about them, like what they eat and why they are helpful
to humans. How many legs does a spider have? Go on a
spider “hunt” on Nature Center grounds.

Feet Beat (Animal Tracks)
Seasons offered: Summer, Fall, Winter
Creatures big and small leave their tracks and traces
in the mud and snow – birds, squirrels, raccoons,
opossums, mice, and more! Go on a tracking walk, learn
about food chains, and make an animal track craft.

Seasons Exploration
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
Nature is always changing all through the year. You
might play in the fall colors, or smell the spring flowers,
play in the winter snow, or dance in the spring rain.
Explore all of the exciting changes in the seasons that
are happening right now on Nature Center grounds!

Talking Trees (Forests) *
Seasons offered: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
Do you know that trees tell stories? Come learn the
secrets hidden in apartment house trees. Learn the
parts of a tree and discover the great things trees do
for us. Search for leaf shapes, feel bark textures, smell a
tree, and explore the forest habitats on Nature Center
grounds.
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Kindergarten-5th Grade Field Trips
At the moment you arrive, one of our friendly teacher-naturalists will greet you, give an introduction, and
begin the Indian Creek Nature Center field trip experience. Often you will break into smaller groups for a more
personalized, hands-on experience for each child. All of our field trips include a major outdoor component; get
ready to learn and have fun. You and your students are encouraged to enjoy Hazelnut Hideaway, our outdoor
classroom, and trails after the program. Fees are $4 per student and field trips are 90 minutes long, unless
otherwise noted.
All of our field trips meet Iowa Core, Common Core, and Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). Please see
our website or contact us directly for a list of the standards met in each field trip.

Honeybees

Insects

Grades: K-5
Seasons: Fall, Winter, Spring
Observe honeybees and their activities
within the indoor observation hive, including
worker bees, the queen and drones.
Discussion includes honeybee life cycles,
bee adaptations, the value of pollination,
the relationship between flowers and bees,
beekeeping, and bee products. You’ll also
participate in a pollinator hunt and view
outdoor bee hives from a safe distance.

Grades: K-3
Seasons offered: Fall, Spring
Discover the vast diversity in the insect
world, review insects’ basic characteristics,
and explore the essential roles insects fulfill
in our environments. Observe adaptations
for survival, finding food and pollination.
You will have an opportunity to look at
the Nature Center’s collection of insect
specimens and visit our indoor observation
honeybee hive. We will discuss both the
positive aspects of insects and the reasons
people dislike insects as well as learn about
life cycles and metamorphosis. Ample time
will be spent outdoors exploring.

Iowa Butterflies

Maple Syruping
Grades: K-5
Seasons: Month of March only
Learn about the lore and history of this
unique North American heritage activity,
and explore the Native American, colonial
and pioneer history of ‘sugaring.’ You’ll learn
about maple syrup as the first agricultural
crop harvested in Iowa each year and the
physiology and identification of maple trees.
Then, visit the sugar bush (woods where the
maple trees grow) and use tools (bit & brace,
hammer, spile and collection bucket) to tap
a maple tree. You’ll also tour the sugarhouse
to learn how sap is boiled to create maple
syrup, followed by a sample of the maple
syrup made at Indian Creek Nature Center on
a small ice cream cone.
Duration: 1 hour
Fee: $4/person $2/adult

Grades: K-5
Seasons offered: Fall
Experience the wonder of one of our most
enchanting pollinators! Learn about the life
cycles of a butterfly, as well as the tactics
butterflies use to protect themselves,
including camouflage, mimicry & behaviors.
Get an up-close look at milkweed plants,
native flowers and monarch butterflies in the
Nature Center’s own butterfly hoop house.
Finally, learn about conservation issues and
what individuals can do in their own yards to
help butterflies. In the month of September,
it may be possible to tag a monarch before it
begins the long journey to Mexico.

Plants and Animals
Grades: K-3
Seasons offered: Fall, Winter, Spring
Join us for a sensory exploration of the prairie
and woodland habitats of Indian Creek
Nature Center! Discover the diverse plant
and animal life along the trails and amongst
the prairie plants. Various activities will help
you understand food chains, life cycles and
the interdependence between people, wild
plants, animals and the earth.
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Plants, Seeds, & Pollinators
Grades: K-3
Seasons offered: Fall
The Nature Center is the perfect place for
hands-on learning about plants and flowers!
Learn about habitat needs of plants, plant
anatomy and purpose, seed and flower
anatomy and purpose, and native pollinators
and flowers. Go on a scavenger hunt to
find examples of different seed dispersal
mechanisms and pollinators. You’ll also learn
about how animals use plants and seeds, and
how plants sometimes use animals.

Ponds & Wetlands

Prairie and Woodland Field Study

Grades: 1-3
Seasons offered: Fall, Spring
A teacher-naturalist leads the way as
students explore the wetland and participate
in a variety of exciting activities, like dipnetting, listening to frog sounds, and more!
Watch birds at the wetland, feel furs, and
pass around a turtle shell before looking
for turtles in the water. Concepts covered
include: wetland characteristics, importance,
function, water cycle, habitats, adaptations,
life cycles, food chains and diversity.
Duration: 2 hours

Grades: 3-5
Seasons offered: Fall, Spring
Become scientists for a day as you use
thermometers, wind gauges and other
tools to complete a field survey. Collect
environmental data, record data, make
comparisons and use an identification key.
Explore habitats including a floodplain
forest, oak savanna, conifer and prairie, and
examine adaptations and food chains. Your
group will also discuss the history of each
habitat and the role of native plants in the
health of soils and watersheds.

Weather

Water Quality Study

Grades: 1-3
Seasons offered: Fall, Winter, Spring
Explore forces that create the seasons,
the water cycle, and weather. Learn how
butterflies, vultures and other birds take
advantage of thermals for migration.
Experience the weather challenges
migrating animals face during their long
journeys. Go on a weather scavenger hunt,
and collect data on temperature, cloud cover,
cloud type, precipitation, and wind speed.
You’ll also explore the relationship between
weather and wildlife migration.

Grades: 4-5
Seasons offered: Fall, Spring
Measure the water quality at our wetland
pond by testing the pH, turbidity, smell,
color and temperature of the pond water.
Data is recorded and used to predict
which aquatic life forms would grow and
reproduce in the conditions measured and
observed. You will also use nets to complete
a macroinvertebrate collection, identify
collected species, and use data collected
to determine water quality. Your group will
examine adaptations of various aquatic
insects and nymphs, as well as plant life and
its role in the wetland.
Duration: 2 hours

Snowshoeing
Grades: 3+
Seasons offered: Winter
Strap on snowshoes, and head for the trails!
This outdoor snowshoeing experience
includes discussion of the history of
snowshoes. Your group will also discuss the
value of snowshoeing as recreation and
exercise while you explore the trails looking
for signs of wildlife. Snowshoes are provided.
Not enough snow on the ground? Don’t
worry! We have a plan to get you outside
regardless of snow accumulation.

Geology, Rocks, Minerals & Fossils
Grades: 4-5
Seasons offered: Fall, Winter, Spring
Participate in hands-on experiments
exploring geologic concepts, geologic
timeline, rock cycles, mineral testing, fossil
formation and a fossil dig. You will also
model layers of the earth and demonstrate
plate tectonics, and examine rock specimens
and fossils from the Nature Center’s
collection.

Outdoor Skills
Grades: 4-5
Seasons offered: Fall, Winter, Spring
An outdoor skills experience with hands-on
activities such as: fire building, use of flint
and steel to start fires, knot tying, basic first
aid, shelter building, plants to avoid, and
more. Many teachers choose activities to
fit the themes in the following books: My
Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead
George, Hatchet by Gary Paulson, or Cabin
on Trouble Creek by JeanVan Leeuwen. If you
are reading one of these novels, naturalists
integrate themes and characters from the
various books into the activities in which the
students participate.
Duration: 2 hours
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6th-12th Grade Field Trips
We’re happy to serve students of all ages, even middle and high school students.
Field trips listed below are specialized for secondary students and include a major
outdoor component; get ready to learn and have fun outdoors! Fees are $4 per
student and field trips are 90 minutes long, unless otherwise noted.
All of our field trips meet Iowa Core, Common Core, and Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS). Please see our website or contact us directly for a list of the
standards met in each field trip.

Changing Landscapes
Grades: 6-8
Seasons: Fall, Winter, Spring
Hike Indian Creek Nature Center grounds
to learn about some of Iowa’s geologic
history. Participate in a hands-on experiment
showing the difference between chemical
and mechanical weathering and examine
rock specimens and fossils from the Nature
Center’s collection.

Watersheds: Exploring Our Actions
Grades: 6-8
Seasons: Fall, Winter, Spring
Get ready to explore the Indian Creek
Watershed and the problems it faces as
a result of human activity. Using a 3-D
watershed model you will look at urban
and rural pollution sources, erosion and
flooding. Conservation techniques will also
be discussed. Tour a rain garden and parking
lot bioswale, see an example of permeable
paving, and learn about the benefits of using
rain barrels. The focus is on what each of us
can do individually to improve watershed
health.

Maple Syruping

Team Building

Grades: 6-12
Seasons offered: March
After a brief history of the Native American,
colonial and pioneer history of ‘sugaring’, a
Teacher-Naturalist will review the physiology
and identification of maple trees. This
experience includes a hike in the sugar bush
and using tools to tap a maple tree, as well
as a tour the sugarhouse to learn how sap is
boiled to create maple syrup. You’ll also enjoy
a sample of the maple syrup made at Indian
Creek Nature Center on a small ice cream
cone.
Duration: 1 hour
Fee: $4/student $2/adult

Grades: 6-12
Seasons offered: All
Communication, working together and
patience are important life skills. Get ready
to put these skills to the test as you attempt
many fun challenges and cooperate to reach
common goals. Some examples of activities
you might complete include setting up a
tent while blindfolded, fire starting with
limited supplies, a zero waste relay, and
an interesting problem related to water
consumption. Come dressed and prepared
to be outdoors in all weather.

Service Learning Experience

Grades: 6-12
Seasons offered: All
Geocaching is a recreational activity that
requires creative thinking, patience, and
teamwork. The objective is to hunt for
and locate a hidden object using GPS
coordinates. You will work together and
locate hidden objects, while enjoying the
natural beauty of the woods, prairie and
trails at Indian Creek Nature Center.

Grades: -12
Seasons offered: Fall, Winter, Spring
Projects vary by season and include an
educational component. One example could
be removing invasive species, including
learning about the history of the species,
where it is native to, how it came to Iowa,
ways that invasive plants spread, how to
prevent spreading them, the threats these
species pose to native habitats, control
measures, and the nation-wide prevalence
of some species. If you are studying specific
concepts in the classroom and would like us
to include them in your Nature Center service
learning experience, please contact us.
Duration: Project dependent
Fee: Project dependent
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Geocaching

Water Monitoring
Grades: 6-12
Seasons offered: Spring, Fall
You will get your feet wet - literally - as you
record chemical, physical and biological
stream measurements and assessments
and focus on finding and identifying
macroinvertebrates. What do the presence
or absence of these small organisms tell us
about the health of the stream?
Duration: 2 hours

Outdoor Skills
Grades: 6-12
Seasons offered: Fall, Winter, Spring
An outdoor skills experience with hands-on
activities such as: fire building, use of flint
and steel to start fires, knot tying, basic first
aid, shelter building, plants to avoid, and
more. Many teachers choose activities to
fit the themes in literature from texts like
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, The
Road by Cormac McCarthy, or Jack London
short stories. If students are reading one of
these texts, naturalists integrate themes and
characters from the various books into the
activities in which the students participate.
Duration: 2 hours

Snowshoeing
Grades: 6-12
Seasons offered: Winter
Strap on snowshoes, and head for the trails!
This outdoor snowshoeing experience
includes discussion of the history of
snowshoes. We will also discuss the value
of snowshoeing as recreation and exercise
as you explore the trails looking for signs
of wildlife. Snowshoes are provided. Not
enough snow on the ground? Don’t worry!
We have a plan to get you outside regardless
of snow accumulation.
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Create an all-day field trip!
Make your field trip an all-day experience! Below are some ways to
extend your trip. Many of these options are available for a small fee;
some are free. Talk to us about incorporating an add-on experience to
your trip when you call to book.
 Seed ball making
Explore our outdoor classroom
 Live animals
 Archery
 Bird Room observation and education
 Adaptations of our feathered friends
 Mammal study
 Food chains and webs
 Orienteering
 Dip netting
 Sweep netting
 Fossil dig
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 Tree study
 Self-guided outdoor scavenger hunt
 Amazing Space and surrounding
ground tour
 Guided or self-guided hiking
 Animal track art
Guided or self-guided labyrinth walk
 Guided meditation in the Bird Room
 Dissect owl pellets
 Shelter building
 Fire building
 GPS & Geocaching

Indian Creek Nature Center
Vision

At Indian Creek Nature Center, we create champions of nature. What does this mean? We connect people to nature as early
and as frequently as possible to encourage understanding and passion for the natural world. Connecting children to nature is
important because people who are passionate about nature as children will grow into adults who work to protect it. They will
become the next generation of environmental stewards.

Mission

Indian Creek Nature Center, Iowa’s only nonprofit nature center, serves children and adults alike. The Nature
Center’s purpose is to promote a sustainable future by nurturing individuals through environmental education,
providing leadership in land protection and restoration, and encouraging responsible interaction with nature.
The Nature Center fulfills its mission by:
 sharing the land’s historic and cultural resources
 demonstrating land preservation and ecological restoration
 promoting a sustainable future with sound management practices
 promoting environmental awareness and respect through education
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